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Abstract
Study breaks and exam revision weeks are increasingly embedded in learning design under the assumption that students would make use of this time to catch up with their study or prepare for upcoming assessment tasks. However, there remains a paucity of empirical evidence to evaluate to what extent the implementation of study breaks, preparation and exam revision weeks impact students’ engagement and academic performance. By applying learning analytics in a computer-based assessment (CBA) setting, this study investigates how study break weeks and assessment preparation weeks impacted the odds of passing a module using a mixed-effect logistic regression on 123,916 undergraduate students in 205 modules over several semesters from 2015–2017 at the Open University. Furthermore, we investigated the intertemporal characteristics of student engagement during preparation weeks for a final assessment in an Introductory Business course over three semesters. A mixed-effect logistic regression was used to model behavioural engagement of 3385 students on the VLE (i.e. click counts) over three semesters during the assessment preparation weeks. Our findings indicated a positive association between study breaks and the odds of passing a course, while there was no statistically significant effect in relation to the number of assessment preparation and revision weeks. Analysis of behavioural engagement on the VLE suggested that there was a higher proportion of passed students remained active during preparation and exam revision weeks compared to failed students. Compared to the pass group, the fail group also exhibited a stronger pattern of procrastination. This study offers new insights that could help institution management and course designer to evaluate the efficacy of using study breaks and exam preparation weeks to improve student retention.
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1 Introduction

Assessment is a key driver for learning (Boud 2017; Coates 2016). In the last 20 years, a range of approaches supported by computers have been adopted to facilitate Assessment of Learning (AoL) (Boud 2017; Boud and Falchikov 2006; Coates 2016), as well as Assessment for Learning (AfL) (Carless 2007; Carless et al. 2011). Broadly speaking these approaches have been bundled under the umbrella term computer-based assessment (CBA). CBA can be defined as assessment presented using digital means and submitted electronically. CBA offers many advantages over traditional forms of assessment as it is electronically built and, therefore, generates potentially useful student engagement data on assessment activities (Nguyen et al. 2017).

In the last two decades, a wide range of CBA approaches have been developed using the affordances of technology and the internet, ranging from adaptive testing and intelligent tutoring (Koedinger et al. 2013; Tempelaar et al. 2009), e-portfolios (Aguiar et al. 2014), multiple-choice testing, peer-assessment (Van Zundert et al. 2010), stealth-assessment (Sharples et al. 2015), to CBA tools aiming to improve writing (Whitelock et al. 2015). For example, using an adaptive testing system called ALEKS in mathematics Tempelaar et al. (2009) showed that in particular novice and the so-called step-wise learners rather than deep learners mostly benefited from continuous opportunities to test and develop their mathematics skills via CBA, which was automatically tailored towards their abilities. Similarly, in a fine-grained log file study amongst 16,219 children in 44 countries on climate control that compared complex process solving, Greiff, Wüstenberg, and Avvisati (2015) found substantial differences in problem-solving strategies and performance, which differed across countries.

As argued by several researchers (Greiff et al. 2017; Koedinger et al. 2013; Trevors et al. 2016), these “micro-level” CBA studies can provide a rich, integrated understanding of how learners engage with particular learning activities. For example, in a study of 1476 Finnish children completing nine complex problems, Greiff et al. (2016) found that there was an optimal level of effort spent on these tasks and consecutive performance, as well as a negative relation between the frequency of changes made in learning strategy and performance. In particular, by linking what students are doing on a fine-grained level with what teachers are expecting students to do may help to inform how to improve CBA practice.

On a macro-level of analysis of CBA practice, a range of studies have recently become available from the Open University UK (OU), the largest distance learning provider in Europe, that have highlighted a rather diverse and eclectic mix of CBA practices (Nguyen et al. 2017; Rienties and Toetenel 2016; Toetenel and Rienties 2016). For example, Toetenel and Rienties (2016) compared the learning designs of 157 modules at the OU and found that, on average, 21.50% of students’ total workload was allocated for learning activities classified as assessment. Nonetheless, there was substantial variation in how modules used assessment (SD = 14.58%, range 0–78%), with some modules having no activities labelled as assessment and others having the vast majority of their activities...
labelled as assessment. In a follow-up fine-grained study amongst 38 modules using CBA (Nguyen et al. 2017) found that up to 69% of explained variance in weekly engagements by students was a direct result of how teachers designed their respective modules. In particular, assessment activities significantly predicted weekly engagement and the timing of engagement. Nonetheless, follow-up fine-grained analyses of six CBA modules indicated a wide diversity of practice in the number, timing, and types of assessments used (Nguyen et al. 2017).

Although substantial progress has been made in advancing our insights into how CBA directly and indirectly drive students’ behaviour and cognition (Greiff et al. 2016; Trevors et al. 2016), relatively few empirical studies have focussed on how students are making “time-investment choices” when and how to engage with these different types of CBAs. With the arrival of learning analytics and fine-grained log data, there is a wealth of opportunities to potentially test and critically examine how and when students are using CBAs in their learning processes and outcomes.

Indeed, recent research in the field of learning analytics has found that the notion of time is an essential but complex concept, whereby students make a range of conscious and self-regulated decisions when, where, what and how to study (Kovanovic et al. 2015; Malmberg et al. 2017; Nguyen et al. 2017). For example, our recent research in two implementations of an online environmental management module with 2 CBAs and a final exam (Nguyen et al. 2018) indicated that many students made conscious decisions not to follow the module schedule, by either studying well in advance or catching up. While most students were found to complete particular assignments at the prescribed due date, many students did not necessarily stick to the module schedule for other learning activities (e.g. reading, discussing, watching).

Building on a large dataset of 205 modules at the OU that has been extensively mapped regarding CBA approaches, the first main aim of this study is to provide a macro perspective of CBA approaches used at the OU, and how these CBA approaches might positively or negatively influence learning outcomes. In particular, we investigate whether the so-called “study break weeks” (i.e. weeks whereby teachers have specifically not included any learning activities so that students can take a breather) and “exam preparation weeks” may impact the odds of students passing a module. The second main aim of this study is to conduct a fine-grained log-data study of one large online module that extensively used CBA, whereby we want to critically examine how and when learners were engaging with respective CBA activities.

2 Computer-based assessment, time management and learning analytics

There is a wide body of psychological literature linking people’s time perspectives with how people make common judgements, decisions, and actions (e.g. Carelli et al. 2011; Zimbardo and Boyd 1999). Similarly, in educational research there is substantial interest in how students are strategically making study decisions, when and where to study (Gelan et al. 2018; Heileman et al. 2015; Kovanovic et al. 2015; Nguyen et al. 2017, 2018; Panadero et al 2016; Winne 2017). The use of CBA
data may provide deep insights into how students learn and solve complex assignments and tasks (Greiff et al. 2015; Tempelaar et al. 2015), and eventually might help researchers to develop a specific CBA-specific cognitive theory (Greiff et al. 2017; Kirschner et al. 2017). As argued by a critical commentary on a recent special issue on CBA, Greiff et al. (2017, p. 718) indicated that “there is a rather urgent need for an integrated and comprehensive theoretical foundation that drives the design and the setup of CBAs and provides guidance for the entire process of developing, employing, interpreting, and making use of computer-delivered assessment instruments”.

In this study, we argue that the impact of CBA designs on the learning processes of students may be better understood, and eventually theoretically grounded, with the support of a better linkage of digital traces of actual learners’ interactions with CBA activities using learning analytics. As argued by (Nguyen et al. 2017), learning analytics research has found that the way in which teachers design tasks and assessments can influence how students are engaging with CBA tasks and their academic performance at a micro-level (within one assessment or task: see for example Greiff et al. (2015)) and a macro-level (across various assessments within or across modules: see for example (Koedinger et al. 2013; Nguyen et al. 2017; Rienties and Toetenel 2016; Toetenel and Rienties 2016)).

For example, Agudo-Peregrina et al. (2014) found that interactions with CBA tools, interactions with peers and teachers, as well as active participation were significant predictors of academic performance in six online and two blended modules. Similarly, in an introductory computer programming course, Brito and de Sá-Soares (2014) found that a high frequency of CBA at weekly level was one of the most effective ways of setting students on the route to success. In a flipped classroom of Business French, Gelan et al. (2018) used process-mining techniques amongst 285 students and found that most students followed their self-study sessions by the design of the course. In particular, most students tended to access the various reading materials in preparation for the exam, whereby failing students started to work either very late in the course or dropped out in the first 2 weeks (Gelan et al. 2018).

Weekly CBA may help to speed up the cycle of productive failure (Kapur 2008)—“fail fast to learn sooner” (Brito and de Sá-Soares, 2014)—because it can provide automated feedback. Indeed, a recent fine-grained study by Tempelaar et al. (2017) found that students with effective metacognitive strategies used worked examples, which provided help on a particular CBA task, at the beginning of their learning process, while students with sub-optimal learning strategies tended to use these examples only at the end of their learning process. Similar findings were reported by Gelan et al. (2018) and (Nguyen et al. 2018), whereby beyond the intensity of engagement the timing and types of engagements were primarily distinctive between “successful” and “less successful” students.

2.1 Online learning and self-regulated learning

In particular when students are learning in online environments with a range of learning activities with a range of choices and options when and how to study,
including CBA (Nguyen et al. 2017; Trevors et al. 2016), “appropriate” Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) strategies are needed for achieving individual learning goals. Zimmerman (2000) defined self-regulation as “self-generated thoughts, feelings and actions that are planned and cyclically adapted to the attainment of personal learning goals”. Indeed a vast body of research has consistently found that self-regulation, directly and indirectly, impacts goal setting, motivation, engagement, and academic performance (Trevors et al. 2016; Winne 2017).

For example, in a study of 788 MOOC learners Littlejohn et al. (2016) found that learners’ motivations and goals substantially influenced learners’ conceptualisations of the learning environment, and how they engaged with the learning processes. Indeed, in a recent meta-review of 12 studies of SRL nested in online higher education, Broadbent and Poon (2015) found that metacognition, time management, effort regulation and critical thinking were significantly associated with academic achievement. However, the effect sizes were relatively small, whereby correlations ranged between 0.05 and 0.14, in particular in comparison to face-to-face settings (Broadbent and Poon 2015). In part, this small effect might be explained by the complex nature of online learning, and in part because most of the selected studies did not specifically measure fine-grained log data of what students were doing.

An indicator of a poor self-regulating process is procrastination. Academic procrastination can be viewed as leaving the academic duties to the last minute like preparation for exams and doing homework (Solomon and Rothblum 1984). A recent meta-analysis of the relationship between procrastination and academic performance has reaffirmed most of the previous findings, which was a negative association between procrastinating and academic performance (Kim and Seo 2015). While the use of self-report questionnaire has been predominantly present in the literature (Kim and Seo 2015), recent research on procrastination in blended and online learning environment has started capturing behavioural engagement through log analysis to understand how and when students procrastinate (Cerezo et al. 2017; Goda et al. 2015). For example, a study on learning behavioural types of 441 students in five e-learning courses suggested that 69.16% of the students fit within a procrastination profile. Students exhibiting procrastinating behavioural patterns performed significantly worse than students with a ‘learning habit’ pattern and ‘chevron’ pattern (Goda et al. 2015). Another study on 140 undergraduate students in a blended learning setting which tracked and analysed students’ behaviour on an LMS confirmed the negative effect of procrastination on academic performance (Cerezo et al. 2017).

### 2.2 Providing flexibility in online learning

Given that studying online and at a distance in comparison to f2f education is perhaps especially hard (Broadbent and Poon 2015; Nguyen et al. 2017; Rienties and Toetenel 2016; Simpson 2013; Toetenel and Rienties 2016), many distance learning providers purposefully design some forms of flexibility in terms of workload and study breaks to accommodate adult learners, who mostly also have work, family and caring responsibilities. As highlighted by a recent report
on designing effective online modules by van Ameijde et al. (2016), providing a consistent and balanced workload throughout an online module with opportunities to take a “breather”, or to catch-up, may be essential for online learners. Indeed, fine-grained analyses of six online CBA modules by Nguyen et al. (2017) of weekly workloads indicated that many teachers consciously or subconsciously designed non-study weeks into the module schedule. At the same time, these fine-grained analyses of six online CBA modules by Nguyen et al. (2017) showed that when teachers designed high workloads for a particular week, most students tried to balance this workload by working more intensively before or after that high workload week.

In follow-up work linking predictive analytics data from excellent (grade > 75%), pass (grade > 40%), and failing students with actual engagement data, which was combined with the respective learning design, Nguyen et al. (2018) found that most excellent students studied well before the respective study week. In addition, excellent students often revisited various previously engaged learning activities, while in particular failing students mainly lagged behind in terms of the module schedule, and were primarily in catch-up mode (Nguyen et al. 2018). A similar finding was noted by Gelan et al. (2018), who found that students who successfully passed Business French studied in line with the course schedule.

In particular, when modules do not specifically design study breaks, one obvious assumption would be that for some groups of students the lack of opportunities to catch up might eventually “force” them to stop, as they have fallen too far behind. Therefore, in many modules at the OU teachers design specific breaks in the study, where no study activities are planned (Cross et al. 2016; Nguyen et al. 2017). In part, these study breaks are a result of cultural festivities, such as Christmas and Easter, but in part, these study breaks are also specifically introduced to help students to catch-up or to allow students to take a breather before a new part of a module starts. Alternatively, one might hypothesise that for students who are progressing well and are “in the flow” of the module schedule, or students who prefer strict deadlines with no opportunities to “relax a bit”. A study break in the module schedule might actually disrupt their flow, so it would be important to test whether such study breaks might have a positive or negative effect on students’ engagement and academic performance over time.

In this study, we specifically distinguish study breaks from exam preparation, as study breaks can occur at any point of time during the online module, while exam preparation is specifically linked with the final assignment at the end of the module, and obviously this is linked to a concrete learning activity (i.e. exam). Indeed, Cross et al. (2016) argued that students’ behaviour during exam preparation and revising is distinct from an engagement at other times during the module. In a study investigating 281 students’ perceptions of assessment practices at the OU and revision practices, in particular, Cross et al. (2016) found that most students self-reported that they spent 20–30 h revising for the final exam. Students indicated to mostly benefit from using sample exams and answers, tutor support, and feedback from assignments. However, no correlations were found between (self-reported) time spent revising, design and satisfaction and completion of online modules (Cross et al. 2016).
2.3 Research questions

Most of the studies above have conceptualised and tested different variations of CBA in a single module context. By aligning the designs of a range of modules using different types and combinations of CBA with fine-grained data relating to behaviour, the researcher may obtain valuable insights as to how their students are “reacting” to the design of CBA in online distance learning settings. Given the complex and flexible nature of online learning and the perhaps more demanding intertwining of studying with balancing work and private lives of adult learners (Broadbent and Poon 2015; Simpson 2013), there is an urgent need to understand how online learners are choosing when and how to work with CBA.

Building on a large dataset of 205 modules at the OU that has been extensively mapped regarding CBA approaches, the first main aim of this study is to provide a macro perspective of CBA approaches used at the OU. The second main aim of this study is to conduct a fine-grained log-data study of one large online module, hereby labelled as “Introduction to Business”, that extensively used CBA, whereby we want to critically examine how students make use of their preparation week before the final report. Therefore, we will address the following two research questions.

RQ1 How do study break weeks and exam preparation weeks influence the odds of passing a module?

RQ2 How do students engage in the VLE during exam revision weeks?

3 Method

3.1 Setting and participants

This study took place at the OU, a distance learning institution with an open-entry policy and the largest university in the UK. As previous research at the OU has found substantial differences between postgraduate and undergraduate learning designs (Li et al. 2017; Rienties and Toetenel 2016), this study included only undergraduate modules that have run from 2015 to 2017. Withdrawn students were excluded given our research question focusing on the final academic outcome (pass/fail). A single 10 credit module was also excluded. There were in total 205 modules and 123,916 completed students that were included in the final analysis.

Our dataset consists of a representative sample across levels of study, level 1 (n = 79), level 2 (n = 67), and level 3 (n = 59) which correspond to the first year, the second year, and the third-year course level. The majority of these modules had 60 credits (67%), followed by 30 credits (33%). These modules related to six broad disciplines (45% in Social Sciences, 11% in STEM, 25% in Business, 10% in Law, 8% in Arts, and 3% in Languages).

In line with the OU demographics, there were more female students (61%) than male students (39%). Most of these students were from the UK (96%) and declared their ethnicity to be ‘white’ (85%). Students varied considerably in age, with 24% under 25 years old, 37% aged 26–35, 22% aged 36–45, 13% aged 45–55, and 5% aged 56 and over. More than half of them were working full-time (53%), while 21%
were working part-time, 7% were looking after the home/family, and 5% were unemployed and looking for a job. Regarding learners’ qualifications, there are no formal academic entry requirements at an undergraduate level at the OU. In this study, 40% of the students had A levels or equivalent (suggesting that they had two or more years of post-compulsory schooling), 28% had less than A levels (suggesting that they had not progressed beyond compulsory schooling), 24% had higher education degrees, and 3% had a postgraduate qualification. On average, 10% of the students had a reported disability.

To address research question 2, trace data (373,189 log activities during EMA revision weeks) were collected on 3385 students who completed the course in Introduction to Business over three different semesters (2015J, 2016B, 2016J), with J refers to fall semesters, and B refers to spring semesters. This module was selected because it represents a typical learning design of level 1 modules at the OU, with 60 credits, 32 weeks in length, and consisted of five CBAs and a final report. There were two study break weeks during Christmas, one study break week for Easter, and 2–4 exam preparation weeks before the final report. Most of the assignments required students to write a short essay of 800–1000 words, around 2000 words for the fifth assignment, while the final report was a 3000 words essay. The five assignments and the final report each counted for 50% of the final mark. To pass the module, students needed to achieve at least 40% weighted average for the assignments, and 40% for the final report. On average, 65% of the enrolled students finished the module. On average, 60% of the total enrolled students passed Introduction to Business.

3.2 Instruments

3.2.1 Module data

Assessment data in this study were a result of a purposeful data collection on assessment strategies on undergraduate law and business modules. The original scope was to explore whether there were any relationships between the number of summative assessment points on a module and whether the module had an exam or End of Module Assessment (EMA), and the Tutor Marked Assignment (TMA) submission rates, completion rate and pass rate of students on each module. The scope was then broadened to include other assessment-related aspects of module design that might affect student success, such as the timing of summative assessment points, TMA/EMA/exam preparation weeks, and study break weeks. Within the scope of this study, we focused on three measurements: the number of study break weeks, and the percentage of TMA revision weeks, and EMA revision weeks relative to the total number of study weeks.

In addition to CBA data collected for each module, we also included the number of credits (as proxies of total workload, with each credit equal to 10 h of study), the number of registered students, the course level (1 = first year, 2 = second year, 3 = third year), and the type of final assessment (i.e. final report, sit-in exam) as controls.
3.2.2 Student data

The main outcome variable in this study was whether students pass (or fail) the module. Demographics data on gender, age, ethnicity, and prior education level were also included as controls.

Log counts of the Introduction to Business module were gathered for each type of learning activity from week -3 until week 36 over four different semesters. The use of log count on individual learning activities allowed us to explore the nature of learning tasks in finer detail. We differentiate between different types of learning content such as study materials, exam materials, forum activities, and other resources. Based on these data, we examined the intensity and temporality of student engagement during exam revision weeks. In particular, we consider the following aspects:

- Type of activities:
  - Study materials from previous weeks
  - Exam materials
  - Forums (i.e. online tutorial, student online café, forums)
  - Other resources (library, additional resources)

- Duration before exam deadline: The difference in the number of days between the exam deadline date and the timestamp of each study activities

3.3 Data analysis

All the data of 205 modules were anonymised in line with the university’s ethics guidelines. Furthermore, trace data (log counts) on 3385 completed students from week -3 to week 36 in Introduction to Business were aggregated by each type of learning materials (study materials, exam materials, forums, and other resources.). All personal identities were removed and the results were anonymized following the OU learning analytics’ ethical guidelines.

To answer RQ1, we performed a mixed-effect logistic regression model using Pass/Fail as the outcome, and students’ demographics and modules’ design as predictors. Given the hierarchical nature of the dataset (students are nested within modules), a mixed-effect model allowed us to take into account random effects across modules (Bates et al. 2015). We gradually built up the models (single level, random intercept, adding level 1 predictors, adding level 2 predictors, and random slope model). The model fit was assessed using a combination of log-likelihood ratio test, AIC, and BIC as recommended by Goldstein (2011). We settled at a random slope model which allows the coefficients of study breaks, TMA revision, and EMA revision to vary across modules. Graphical diagnostics of the model residuals were

1 http://www.open.ac.uk/research/ethics.
examined which ensured the assumptions necessary for valid inference are upheld (e.g. homogeneity of residual variances, linearity, multi-collinearity, and normality). Odds ratio with 95% confidence interval were reported.

To answer RQ2, we performed a mixed-effect logistic regression model, the odds of being engaged as the outcome, and types of learning activities, duration (number of days) until the exam submission deadline, break weeks, and EMA revision weeks as the predictors. The reason why we chose to use log counts as a binary rather than a count variable is because log count is a poor proxy to capture the intensity of engagement in VLE. For example, two students can have the same number of log count, but the duration between each log could be different (e.g. student A spend 1 h with 20 log counts, and student B spend 20 min with 20 log counts). Therefore, log count at its best should only be used as a proxy for whether and when students engage in VLE, but not the intensity of their engagement. A mixed-effect model was chosen due to the complex structure of the dataset (log activities were nested within students nested within semesters).

All the tests were carried out in R studio statistical software (v1.1.423) (RC Team 2016). The mixed-effect logistic model was carried out using glmer function in lme4 package. Given our large sample size in both RQ1 and RQ2, we chose a more conservative cutoff significant value of 0.01 instead of 0.05 to mitigate the errors rate of detecting significant effect due to random chance in a large dataset (Lin et al. 2013).

4 Results

4.1 How do study break weeks and exam preparation weeks influence the odds of passing a module?

The module length was on average 29 weeks, with a range from 21 to 35 weeks (Table 1). Most modules starting in the fall semester had three study break weeks due to cultural festivities, including Christmas (2 weeks) and Easter (1 week), while modules starting in the spring semester often had two study break weeks (Easter and Summer). As a common practice at the OU, there was one preparation week for each TMA. The number of TMA preparation weeks was 4.16 on average (SD = 2.66), which on average accounted for 14% of the total module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study week</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>29.02</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break week</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrolment</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>726.61</td>
<td>718.33</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA prep week</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA prep week</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA prep as %</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA prep as %</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
length. The number of exam preparation weeks was around three weeks on average with a 1.49 standard deviation.

Firstly, we found a significant effect of students’ demographics on the odds of passing. Compared to White ethnicity, other ethnic minorities (e.g. Asian, Black, Mixed) had lower odds of passing a course, with the odds ratio of 0.72, 0.51, 0.71, respectively (all \( p < 0.001 \)) (Table 2). The prior level of education also had a strong influence on the odds of passing a module. Compared to students with A level or equivalent, students with no formal qualifications and less than A levels had 50% and 33% lower odds of passing, respectively (both \( p < 0.001 \)). There was no significant difference between students with A levels and students with higher education qualification. Students with postgraduate qualification on average had 44% higher odds of passing compared to students with A levels (\( p < 0.001 \)). Male students had a lower chance of passing a module compared to female students (OR = 0.87, \( p < 0.001 \)). Students’ age had a positive relation to passing a module. The older the students get, the higher odds of passing a module is.

Secondly, the design of a module also significantly influenced the odds of passing. Students had 42% higher odds of passing a 30 credits module compared to a 60 credits module (OR = 1.42, \( p < 0.001 \)). Semesters did not have any effect on the odds of passing. Students had 22% lower odds of passing a module with a final exam compared to a final report. Students had higher odds of passing level 2 and level 3 modules compared to level 1 modules. This is a common finding in educational literature, in particular in distance learning, whereby once students have mastered the skills to study at a distance during level 1 modules they often can successfully master subsequent modules (Rienties et al. 2017; Simpson 2013). Students who fail to adjust to the qualification or institute would typically drop-out, or re-register for different modules (Heileman et al. 2015). In particular when students are close to completion of their undergraduate degree, one would indeed expect submission and pass rates to be at their highest.

Thirdly, the number of break weeks had a positive impact on the odds of passing. An additional study break week was associated with 28% increase in the odds of passing with a 95% confidence interval from 1.14–1.43 (Table 2). While the percentage of EMA preparation weeks seemed to have a negative association with the odds of passing with a \( p \) value of 0.016, we advise against any conclusive interpretation as the 95% CI was rather large (0.07–0.76), and the \( p \) value could be biased due to our large sample size. The percentage of TMA preparation weeks also had no significant impact on the odds of passing. Finally, there was a large variance in the odds of passing across modules (variance = 0.52, SD = 0.72).

To sum up, regarding addressing Research Question 1 our results showed a strong positive effect of study break weeks on the odds of passing a module, while the effects of TMA and EMA preparation weeks were not significant. In the next step, we will explore in more details the intertemporal characteristics when students prepare for their assignments and exams in our Introductory Business module.
Table 2  A mixed-effect logistic regression of how exam preparation weeks influence the odds of passing a module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DV: pass/fail</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
<th>CI</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.52–3.49</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity (ref = white)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.67–0.78</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.47–0.54</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.65–0.78</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.57–0.77</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refused</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.77–0.98</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.11–0.30</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior edu (ref = A levels)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No formal qualifications</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.45–0.56</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than A Levels</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.64–0.69</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE qualification</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.91–0.99</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG qualification</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.29–1.62</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.91–1.09</td>
<td>0.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (ref = female)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84–0.90</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (ref = 26–35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 25</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.80–0.87</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36–45</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.19–1.30</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.31–1.47</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 and over</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.31–1.56</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credits 30 (ref = 60)</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.23–1.64</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrolment</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00–1.00</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester (ref = J)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester B</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.87–1.21</td>
<td>0.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester D</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.77–1.36</td>
<td>0.888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Exam (ref = final report)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.69–0.89</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course level (ref = 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.28–1.69</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.91–2.62</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break week</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.14–1.43</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA prep week as %</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.07–0.76</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA prep week as %</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.49–2.61</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Random effect of modules 0.52 (0.72)
Number of modules 187
Number of students 111,610

Random effect was reported as variance and standard deviation in the parentheses
4.2 How do students engage in the VLE during exam revision weeks?

To answer RQ2, we analysed trace data from 3385 students in the introduction to business module from week -4 to week 36 over three different semesters. Figure 1 illustrates the percentage of active students for each group (pass and fail) throughout the module’s length. At a glance, one can observe that there was a higher proportion of active students in the pass group compared to the fail group. There were six peaks of engagement in both groups, which corresponded to five TMAs in weeks 4, 8, 12, 16, 24 and the final EMA in week 31 for Spring 2016, and week 32 for Fall 2015 and Fall 2016. A closer look at the pattern of engagement during the EMA preparation weeks (28–32), which in this specific module was a final report, showed that there was only a small proportion of students who failed remained active on VLE, compared to the pass group. In other words, compared to pass group, not only there was less engagement in the fail group, but the proportion of active students in the fail group has also drastically decreased over time. However, the number of students being active in each group increased as the deadline approached. There was a surge in the number of students being active in the VLE during the last 2 weeks (31–32) for both groups.

After visually exploring how different groups of students made use of their exam revision weeks, a mixed-effect logistic regression model was carried out to predict the odds of being active in the VLE (Table 3). As expected, the number of days until the deadline has a negative relationship with the odds of being active in the VLE. For each day closer to the submission deadline, the odds of students being
active in the VLE increased by 5%. The pass group had on average 64% higher odds of being active than the fail group during the exam revision weeks. Compared to forums activities, students were more 12% likely to be engaged in EMA materials whereas they were less likely to be engaged in TMA materials, study materials and other materials.

5 Discussion

In the last two decades, a wide range of Computer-Based Assessment (CBA) approaches have been developed using the affordances of technology and the internet. A unique contribution of our study is that we unpacked on a large scale the effect of study break and exam revision weeks of 205 modules on the odds of passing a module of 123,918 students. With the arrival of learning analytics and fine-grained log data, there is a wealth of opportunities to explore and critically examine how and when students were making use of their exam revision weeks. Our analysis of log activities of 3385 students over three semesters during their exam preparation weeks had revealed significantly different patterns of engagement that differentiated pass from fail students.

Our first finding indicated that study break weeks had a positive impact on academic outcomes. On average, an additional study break week was associated with 1.28 times increase in the odds of passing. In other words, by providing explicit and implicit opportunities for students to take a breather to recharge their batteries, or to catch-up on missed learning activities, students in modules with more study break weeks had higher odds of passing. In contrast to previous research (Cross et al. 2016), we did not find specific empirical support that either TMA or EMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed parts</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
<th>CI</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10–0.14</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days before deadline</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95–0.95</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass (ref=’Fail’)</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.48–1.82</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA (ref=’Forums’)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.34–0.37</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA (ref=’Forums’)</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.09–1.16</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study materials (ref=’Forums’)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.43–0.47</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other resources (ref=’Forums’)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11–0.13</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random Parts</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>0.575 (0.76)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semesters</td>
<td>0.011 (0.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students</td>
<td>3382</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of semesters</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations (i.e. log activities)</td>
<td>371,479</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Random effect was reported as variance and standard deviation in the parentheses.

Table 3 A mixed-effect logistic regression of whether students engaged on VLE during exam revision weeks
preparation weeks positively influenced whether students pass a module. One possible explanation of this difference might be related to the relatively small sample size in the study of Cross et al. (2016), as well as the self-reported nature of students’ responses to exam preparation weeks. Using a much larger and diverse dataset from a range of disciplines, in our study we found a small but positive effect of study break weeks on academic outcomes, while (the number of) exam preparation weeks did not appear to have an impact on learning outcomes.

While students’ demographics and other module design characteristics were not the foci of this study, it is worth noting that there was no significant difference in the odds of passing between semesters. This result challenged the previous findings at the OU, which consistently showed that given the same module, the Spring semester (B) version had consistently lower pass rate than the Fall semester (J) version. One possible explanation could be that modules started in Spring semester systematically had a lower number of study break than modules started in Fall semester.

A closer look at behavioural engagement patterns of 3385 students on VLE suggested that the proportion of active students in the pass group was higher than the fail group. The proportion of active students in the fail group drastically decreased over time compared to the proportion of active students in the pass group. In other words, most of the students in the fail group already stopped engaging on VLE toward the end of the course, and there was only a small proportion was active during exam preparation weeks. This finding has an important implication for institution management and module designer. One of the common justifications for the introduction of exam preparation weeks is to support students that were falling behind by giving them more time to prepare. It assumes that students who were failing behind will make use of these revision weeks to study. However, our results implied that students were failing behind would already stop engaging by the time of exam preparation weeks. Therefore, a potential explanation for why the introduction of exam preparation weeks could not make any difference could be that high-performing students would remain engaged until the end, while at-risk students might already stopped engaging.

Our results also confirmed the previous findings in academic procrastination literature. The number of active students in both pass and fail groups increased as the deadline approached. However, the number of active students in the pass group increased faster as the deadline approached compared to the fail group.

6 Conclusion and limitations

This study investigated the effect of study break weeks and exam preparation weeks on the odds of passing a module using data on 123,916 students in 205 modules from 2015 to 2017. Our results indicated a positive effect of study break weeks while there was no clear relation between EMA preparation weeks and the odds of passing a module. In addition, fine-grained log analysis of 3385 students in a level 1 Business module over three different semesters showed significant difference in both the intensity and timing of behavioural engagement on the VLE during the exam revision weeks. Students who failed the module were more likely to stop engaging
by the time of exam preparation weeks. Of those students who remained active, the fail group exhibited inconsistent patterns of revising study materials and procrastinated more compared to the pass group.

There are some limitations to this study. Firstly, the outcome variable was simplified as pass or fail. However, a continuous outcome variable could be used to model both linear and non-linear effect of predictors. Furthermore, we have excluded students who withdrew before the EMA. Secondly, while the use of log count can inform us about the timing of engagement, it is not a suitable proxy for the intensity of engagement. We recommend the use of time-on-task as an alternative for measuring the intensity of engagement. Finally, while most modules at the OU are delivered online, the use of trace data cannot capture offline behaviours.
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